ProTech

NOAA’s Acquisition and Grants Process
Protech Objective

- Professional and Technical (ProTech) services is a suite of multiple-award Indefinite Delivery, Indefinite Quantity (IDIQ) contracts organized into five Domains:
  - Satellite
  - Fisheries
  - Oceans
  - Weather
  - Enterprise Operations
Protech NAICS Codes/Small Business Determinations

- Satellite Domain 541712 1,000 employees
- Fisheries Domain 541990 $15M
- Oceans Domain 541620 $15M
- Weather Domain 541330 $15M
- Enterprise Operations 541611 $15M
ProTech Details (from Satellite Domain)

- 5-year IDIQ
- Period of Performance: two (2) year base with three (3) one-year option periods
- Professional and technical services to support 5 domains; not including Information Technology (IT) services
- Full and open competition with reserves for small business
- 5 labor categories for task orders in support of ProTech services
- Wide range of ProTech services spanning across 4 major task areas
ProTech Selections

- The number of awards determined by:
  - Comprehensive services across an entire domain
  - Sufficiency for effective task order competition
  - Small Business and Socio-economic needs
  - Effective contract administration

- Proposal evaluations and awards by domain
  - Offerors will have to demonstrate capability by domain
  - Reserve authority will be used as required

- 8a requirements are outside ProTech
ProTech Status for Domains

- Satellite - Awarded
- Fisheries - RFP Closed
- Oceans - RFP Closed
- Weather - Proposal Preparation
- Enterprise Operations - Not yet open, but plans for award early CY19
ProTech Notes

- Know where different Centers are organized under Domains - does not necessarily follow with category of work
  - National Data Buoy Center - Oceans? Original plan, but is being reconsidered
  - National Centers for Environmental Information - Satellite
  - Navigational Response Team - Oceans?

- Missed the proposal submission? NOAA posts awardees on the Domain websites and encourages teaming

- No process is perfect, ProTech 2.0 coming next year!
Questions?

Contact ProTech Branch Chief: Jay Standring
jay.standring@noaa.gov, (301) 628-1368

http://www.protechservices.noaa.gov